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One of the outstanding successes of the SU(.5) model has teen ita

ability to relate differing femion masses to a hierarchy of symmetry breaking

Specifically, d, s and b quarks have been shown to be heavier than their

corresponding leptons (e,u,T) because leptons do not communicate with the QCD

ll)
subgroup of the unified theory . However, inconsistencies between the formulae

for fermion mass dimensions (v ) appearing in Refa.2 and 3 have led m e to re-

examine the calculation of these quantities in arbitrary covariant gauge. These

inconsistencies are shown below to be a consequence of gauge dependence of y
mf

in theories where non-vector couplings occur between fersnic-ns and gauge bosons.

To gain an understanding of this loss of gauge invariance, consider

first the renormalized fermion propagator in QED. The photon-electron coupling

is, of course, vector and is given by tCngn S -e^T fhv • "The renormalized

electron propagator G(p) is found from the electron self-energy E(p):
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(1)

In the limit of large spacelike momenta (|p | » m ), C(p) and l(p) can be

expressed as follows:

f(p) « ri - sm; a(pS) • 1 + rj b{p2) - 1 + 2r + s , (2)

where 5)

16T V 16* v

where p is an (arbitrarily) chosen renormalization point and vhere d , the

gauge parameter, is the coefficient of the longitudinal component of the

photon propagator
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Correspondence to a gauge theory of vector fermion currents is obtained

by adding fermion self-energy contributions from each gauge boson of the

theory. For example, the currants coupling to a red quark in QCD are

83

h.c.

so that self-energy bubbles from IT and V must be added to find j(p).

This sum can be obtained from the QED expressions for r and s (corresponding

to the exchange of a single vector-coupled gauge boson) by replacing e

(Eq.(3)) with B | ̂ .+ - 1 + ijljj = kg|/3, where the V
3, V8 and the four

equal IT, v", V , V contributions are respectively indicated. In general,

if fermions transform under a fundamental representation of SU(N) that is a

vector coypled to the gauge bosons of the group, then l(p) is given by

C£(H) log
I6ir'

(5)

where

The fermion mass diamaion Y ' is found by taking the renormalized

fermion i&verse propagator r(2'{p) - a(p 2)^ - b(p2)m + 0{m3/p2) through

the renormalization group equation

— t . (6)

We substitute r and s (Eq.(5))into the inverse-propagator coefficients a.(p£)

ana b(p ) (Eq.(2)) to obtain aass ^ ) and wave function fermion

4U««Ion8 to order g fp |̂ and «

- 3 -

= -3 C?00/8,2 ,

(T)
y^S) = g2 C2(M) d°/oTr2 .

Y i s independent of d and is therefore gauge invariant.

Mow consider the self-energy contribution A£(p) from the interaction

of fermions to a single non-vector-coupled gauge boson B ;

jl -

This contribution is given by

2 f & 4. H \

Ar
I6u£ 16TT

(3 + d)a + a_ log

18)

(for vector-coupled theories a+ = a = l,and Eq.(8) becomes the same as Eq.(3>).

These values for Ar and is can be used to determine Aa and Ab (Eq.(2)) in

(2)
the inverse propagator T - ap1 - bm. Subsequent substitution of this new

inverse propagator into the renormalization-group equation leads to the

following contributions to fermion dimensions:

2

I6IT2
2 d ° } a + a

(9)

The above expression AY for the mass dimension from a single gauge boson
m

is the same as that given in Ref.3 (Eq.(2.22)), provided one chooses the

Feynman qauae (d » 1). Similarly, E<j.(9) yields the same values as Bef.2

for U(l) fermion-mass dimensions from the Weinberg-Salam U{l) current ,

Yg)/2 - 2(1 -

5YU[- 3 ( 1 f ,
-U-



provided one chooses the Landau gauge (.d » 0) . In any caae,Eq.(9) shows

that gauge invarianee of y Is lost unless a « o , in which cose the^ m + —

coupling i s rectorial.

What la the meaning of this failure of gauge invarianee? The u, d

and e mass dimensions in the SU(2) » j ( l ) (Weinberg-Salam " ) and the SU(5)

(Georgi-Glaohow ') theories axe easily calculated by using the recipe of

Kq.(9) to obtain the contribution of each gauge boson In SU(2), U(l) and

SU(5) to Y! • Adding each contribution to y , Y and Y , one obtains

¥(5)

(11)

Note that the difference between 's obtained for different fermlon

identities is always independent of d . The ratios of fermlon masses depend

only on the differences. For example, if two fermions f and g have mass

dimensions y(i) JD under the subgroup Q^, then

m (H)

=7 If (12)

Tbu« the calculations of fermion mass ratios given in Refs.2 and 3 remain gauge

invariant, even though the individual fenaion mass dimensions are not gauge

invariant .

The difference between fermlon mass dimensions under a given subgroup

should, in fact, always be gauge independent, for no physically measurable

quantity (such as the ratio of fermion masses) should depend on the choice of

-5-

gauge. Different choices for BL,(.3 )> the magnitude of a given fermlon1 s

mass at momentum scale Q, rescale a l l other fermion masses at that momentum

without altering any mass ratio - in effect, such choices correspond to a change

in the measured unit of mass.

Thus, a specific value (at momentum Q) for a ratio r(ft ) of fermlon

masses can always be used to determine r at a different momentum 4' (Eq.(l2))

in SU(2) x U(l) or SU(5) theories. However, the lack of gauge invarisnce

in the fermlon mass dimension Itself does have some startling implications.

A specific value for the fermion aass m.(Q ) cannot be used to specify
2 appropriate

mJQ ) in a gauge-invariant manner, unless the gauge bosons of the^theory

are a l l vector-coupled to fermions • Thus, relationships between constituent

quark masses mf(y • 2mf) and current algebra masses (y1 >> 2mf) become

ambiguous when SU(2) x U(l) corrections to QCD are considered.
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